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Abstract
The paper contains a literature review to obtain an optimization method that potentially can be used to optimize power plant expansion of
Jawa-Madura-Bali (Jamali) power system in 2015-2050. An optimization model that can represent auction process and direct appointment of
IPP by considering the long term period (multi-period framework) and multi-objective function (economical, reliable, and environmentally
friendly), is needed. Based on the literature review that has been done, it is obtained the method potentially can be used for Jamali system. The
method is a game theory with multi-period, bi-level and multi-objective optimization method. Game theory is used to represent the auction
process and direct appointment of IPP. Multi-period is used to represent the long term period from 2015-2050. Multi-objective optimization
method is used to represent the aspects of cost, reliability, and CO2 emission which are considered in the optimization process
Keywords: optimization; expansion; power plant; Jamali

1. Introduction
PT. Perusahaan Listrik Negara (PLN) is an Indonesian
government-owned corporation which is in charge of planning
and implementing electricity projects in generation,
transmission, and distribution sectors [1]. Transmission and
distribution sectors are held entirely by PT. PLN. While
generation sector, PT. PLN cooperate with the private sector
in the form of rental generators or independent power
producer (IPP) [1–6]. To support the task, PT. PLN has been
planned the electrical system and published in Rencana Usaha
Penyediaan Tenaga Listrik (RUPTL) 2015-2024. The book
said that Indonesian electricity system is divided into 3 areas
development plan: Sumatra electrical system, Java-MaduraBali (Jamali) electrical system, and Eastern Indonesia
electrical system. Jamali power system is the largest system
and has an important role in the growth of the national
economy. Therefore, planning for a longer period of time is
necessary in order to create sustainable planning based on
national energy policy.
Figure 1 shows the projection of electricity sale in
Indonesia. Jamali or JB has the biggest portion of Indonesia’s
electricity sale. In 2015, the portion of Jamali’s electricity sale
is 75% and the portion in 2024 is 70% of Indonesia’s
electricity sale. The number of electricity sale is proportional
to the power plant capacity. Therefore, a slight mistake in the
power plant expansion planning will cause great losses.
Planning errors can be caused by less optimized power plant
optimization result and it is caused by local optimum value.
To avoid the errors, it needs an optimization method that does
not get stuck on the local optimum value.
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +62-856-4305-1287.
Email: rizki.firmansyah.s@mail.ugm.ac.id.

Fig.1. Projection of Indonesia’s electricity sale [1]

IPP is a private power producer formed by the consortium
to make a power purchase agreement (PPA) with PT. PLN
and to develop, build, own, and operate the power plant. PPA
is the electrical energy purchase agreement between IPP with
PT. PLN [2]. The purchase process is divided into three kinds:
direct appointment, direct selection, and open tender. The
purchase price is the lowest price offered by IPP [2].
Statistics from PLN shows that the number of plants and
the energy generated from IPP increases every year[3–5].
Figure 2 shows the electricity production in Indonesia. The
electricity that is produced by IPP increases each year. The
majority of IPP located in Jamali. This number will continue
to increase in line with government policies that encourage the
public sector to participate in the electricity sector
development. The example of this policy is 35,000 MW
power plant program, where 25,904 MW is planned to be built
by IPP either with the direct appointment or open tender
process [6]. Because of the PPA mechanism, the power plant
expansion planning cannot be done using general optimization
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methods. General methods cannot present the open tender
process.

Fig. 2. Electricity Production of Indonesia [3–5,7,8]

The open tender process or auction process will make the
electricity market to be deregulated electricity market. In this
market, the electricity price depends on the competition of IPP
companies [9,10]. It is mean that PT. PLN cannot set the
electricity price from IPP companies. It is different from the
regulated electricity market. In regulated electricity market,
PT. PLN can set the price. The regulated electricity market
only can be used for electricity from PLN’s power plants. In
the deregulated market, PT. PLN cannot know how much the
electricity price from IPP. The lack of the price knowledge
can make the power plant expansion planning not suitable
with the fact. To solve the problem, a method can be used to
represent auction process, so PT. PLN can make a good
planning that optimal and suitable with the fact.
In addition to the economic factors, few factors that must
be considered in the optimization process of power plant
expansion are the reliability factor of the system and
environmental factor especially for CO2 [11–16]. The
reliability factor has been used in RUPTL is LOLP index [1].
With the consideration, it will make economical, reliable, and
environmentally-friendly expansion plant. Therefore, a
method of optimization expansion plant for Jamali power
system that considering the economic factor, reliability factor,
and environmental factor, is needed.
Several researches have been done power plant expansion
planning in Jamali System using various methods. In the
research [17], expansion planning in Jamali System has been
done using linear programming with CO2 emission limit
consideration. In linear programming, the optimal solution is
sought by using all alternative combinations of existing
solutions. The objective function is least cost, while CO2
emission is used as a limitation. The method used in research
[17] cannot be used for multi-objective function and cannot
represent the auction process. The method cannot represent
the auction process because the optimal solution is obtained
without considering the interest of IPP companies to
maximize their profit.
Research [18,19] has been done power plant expansion
planning in Jamali System using mathematical modeling
analysis. The objective functions are minimizing generation
cost and minimizing CO2 emission. The optimal solution is
obtained based on the minimal value of the objective
functions in each alternative solution without considering the
objective function of each power plant in the alternative

solution. It shows that the model used in research [18,19]
cannot represent the auction process.
Research [20–24] have been planning the power plants
expansion in Jamali System using long-range energy
alternatives planning (LEAP) software. Optimization in the
software is based on linear programming. The objective
function is least cost. Linear programming in LEAP software
cannot be used to represent the auction process. The least cost
objective function cannot be used for an objective function
that cannot be brought to the value of money, such as LOLP
index.
Based on the research [17–24], it can be seen that the
optimization methods used in Jamali System cannot be used
for deregulated markets so it is not suitable for the IPP
expansion that used auction process. Several methods have
been used for two objective functions: generation cost and
CO2 emission. These researches have not yet used the LOLP
index as a reliability objective function.
To fulfill the requirement of Jamali optimization planning,
a method that could represent a direct appointment or open
tender process while considering the economic factor,
reliability factor, and environmental factor, is needed. The
purpose of this study is to get a new method that potentially
can be used in power plant expansion and obtaining the
optimal composition of power plant in Jamali System from the
year 2015 to 2050. The variables that determine the optimal
composition of power generation capacity are the minimum
cost, minimum CO2 emissions, and maximum system
reliability. The method should be able to represent the auction
process, can be used for multi-objective functions, and do not
get stuck at the local optimum value.
2. The Use of Various Methods in Power Plant Expansion
Optimization
Several methods have been used in the optimization of
expansion plants, such as genetic algorithm, differential
evolution, evolutionary programming, evolutionary strategy,
particle swarm optimization, tabu search, simulated annealing,
hybrid approach, and game theory.
2.1. Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm (GA) is a search algorithm to get an
optimum point by imitating the process of genetics and natural
selection. The parameters that determine the optimum point
accuracy on GA are crossover and mutation [25]. The values
of these parameters will affect the results of the optimization.
GA has been widely used in power plant expansion
optimization process [26–34]. GA uses a stochastic approach
so it can produce a relatively faster computing [33]. However,
the conventional GA models have the disadvantage of
premature convergence and duplication population [26]. To
solve these problems, research [33] made GA development.
The developments in [33] are to manufacture artificial
scheme for the determination of the initial population and
make stochastic crossover strategy. The method used in [33]
is called Improved Genetic Algorithm (IGA).
IGA use a single objective function and bi-level
optimization method. The objective function is a cost function
(operating cost, investment cost, and salvage value). The bilevel optimization method is used by selecting the alternative
solutions that meet the requirements of LOLP index. The
alternative solutions are optimized by IGA. Objective function
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value in IGA is calculated for each set of the solution which
consists of several plants that will be developed.
The result of [33] showed that the optimum point accuracy
still depends on the determination of crossover and mutation
probability. IGA produces optimum value better than
conventional GA, but it is still possible to get stuck in a local
optimum value. To get the best results, it takes a few tries to
obtain the most optimal parameter values.
2.2. Differential Evolution
Based on the principle works, differential evolution (DE)
is almost same as GA, which applies the principle of natural
selection and evolution to find the optimum value. The
difference is GA mutations occur randomly, while DE
mutation process is determined by the value of constant F. DE
mutation follows equation (1) [25,35,36],
Vi , j+1 = Xr5 , j + F (Xr1 , j – Xr2 , j + Xr3 , j – Xr4 , j)

(1)

th

where Vi , j+1 is i individual that has a mutation and use for
next iteration; Xr5, Xr1, Xr2, Xr3, and Xr4 are random
individuals from the current population; and F is the constant
value that determines the mutation.
After the mutation process, the crossover has been done
based on the value of crossover rate (CR)[25,37]. The
crossover process follows equation (2)[25,35,36].
Ui , j+1 = Xi , j x (1-CR) + Vi , j+1 x CR

(2)

th

where Xi , j is i individual from the current population; Ui , j+1 is
ith individual that has crossover and use for next iteration; and
CR is the crossover rate. F and CR determine the fitness
function value of the population.
Determining the value of F and CR will affect the
optimum value accuracy. Objective function value in DE is
calculated for each set of the solution which consists of
several plants that will be developed.
Except for the mutation process and crossover, the
methods applied in IGA can be applied also in DE. The results
of [25,35–37] showed that the optimization results using DE
still has a possibility to get stuck in a local optimum value.
The value of optimal solution depends on population size,
mutation value, and crossover rate. To get the best result need
to take several simulations and using different population size,
mutation value, and crossover rate in each simulation to
obtain the most optimal different population size, mutation
value, and crossover rate.
2.3. Evolutionary Programming
Evolutionary programming (EP) is an optimization
technique that based on mutation mechanism and competitive
selection. Mutation mechanism and competitive selection are
represented by the offspring (Off). The offspring calculation
follows equation (3) [25,38,39].
Offi,j = Pi,j + N(0,σ)

(3)

σ = β .γ .(Xmax, j – Xmin, j)

(4)

γ = fi / fmin

(5)

th

th

where Offi,j is the j component of the i offspring; Pi,j is the jth
component of the ith parent; N(0, σ) is a random value with
zero mean and standard deviation σ. The standard deviation
calculates using equation (4). β is a constant value (0 or 1).
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Xmax,j is the maximum value of jth individuals. Xmin,j is the
minimum value of jth individuals. γ is the correction factor to
make a better mutation effect. The correction factor calculates
using equation (5). fi is the ith parent objective function. fmin is
the minimum objective function among all the parents.
The mutation mechanism is done by considering the
standard deviation of all individual fitness function from the
previous generation (parents). Besides the standard deviation,
the correction factor of mutation effect is used also to improve
the accuracy of optimization result [25]. Using standard
deviation and correction factor, the competitive selection
process conducted. The best individual will be used for the
next iteration. Objective function value in EP is calculated for
each set of the solution which consists of several plants that
will be developed.
The standard deviation and correction factor determine the
objective function of population. Those factors depend on the
value of σ and the population size. Determining the value of σ
and the population size will affect the optimum value
accuracy. Objective function value in EP is calculated for
each set of the solution which consists of several plants that
will be developed.
The EP difference with the previous method lies in the
mutation process and the absence of crossover process. Except
for those, the methods used in IGA can be used in this
method. The results of [25,32,38,39] showed that the
optimization results using EP still has a possibility to get stuck
in a local optimum value. To get the best result needs to take
several simulations by using different population size and
standard deviation in each simulation to obtain the most
optimal population size and standard deviation σ.
2.4. Evolutionary Strategy
Evolutionary strategy (ES) is an evolutionary computation
technique using mutation index with a predetermined value.
The mutation index is represented by the offspring (Off). The
offspring calculates using equation (6).
Offi,j = Pi,j + N(0,∇)
th

(6)
th

where Offi,j is the j component of the i offspring; Pi,j is the jth
component of the ith parent; N(0, ∇) is a random value with
zero mean and standard deviation ∇. ∇ is the constant value.
The value of ∇ determines based on the ongoing
optimization condition [25]. For example, if after five
iterations the objective function value does not change, the
value of ∇ will be made into maximum value, whereas if there
is a change in the objective function value, the ∇ will be half.
Objective function value in ES is calculated for each set of the
solution which consists of several plants that will be
developed.
Optimization process in this method is similar to EP. The
difference lies in the mechanism of mutation rate
determination that is used. Except for the mutation process, all
methods in EP can be used also in ES.
The results of [25,32] showed that the optimization results
using ES still has a possibility to get stuck in a local optimum
value. To get the best result needs to take several simulations
by using different population size and ∇ in each simulation to
obtain the most optimal population size and ∇.
2.5. Particle Swarm Optimization
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is an optimization
technique that mimics the movement of a few birds in the
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absence of collisions between individuals within the flock
[25,40,41]. Each of iteration will produce the best flock value
and the best individual value in each flock. Both of these
values will be used for the next iteration to obtain the desired
optimization value. Objective function value in PSO is
calculated for each set of the solution which consists of
several plants that will be developed. Optimization using PSO
follows equation (7)-(9) [25,42,43].
vik+1 = wvik + C1 rand1 (pbest - sik) + C2 rand2
(gbest – sik)

(7)

w = wmax – ((wmax - wmin) / itermax) iter

(8)

sik+1

=

sik +

vik+1

(9)

where vik+1 is ith individual velocity at (k+1)th iteration; w is
the weight; vik is ith individual velocity at kth iteration; C1 and
C2 are the positive constants; pbest is the ith individual best
position; gbest is the group best position; sik is the ith individual
position at kth iteration; wmax is the initial weight; wmin is the
final weight; iter is the current iteration number; itermax is the
max. iteration number; and rand1, rand2 are random number.
From the equation can be known that this method uses a
stochastic approach. Parameters that influence the
optimization results accuracy in this method are the maximum
weighting factor (Wmax), the minimum weighting factor
(Wmin), positive constant 1 (C1), and positive constant (C2).
These parameters will affect the speed value of each
individual and the optimum value of each individual. Based
on the location of each individual, its optimum value can be
obtained which will be used for the next iteration.
The results of [25,42,43] showed that the optimization
results using PSO still has a possibility to get stuck in a local
optimum value. To get the best result need to take several
simulations and using Wmax, Wmin, C1 and C2 in each
simulation to obtain the most optimal value.
2.6. Tabu Search
Tabu search (TS) is an optimization method by using the
value of its neighbors search procedure [25]. The set of
neighbor’s objective function value will be compared to
objective function value of the original individual. The
individual was taken and used for the next iteration is the
individual who has the best objective function. Objective
function value in TS is calculated for each set of the solution
which consists of several plants that will be developed.
The parameters that determine the optimization accuracy
is the number of individual neighbors that is used (N). This
number will affect the areas that will be seen as a comparison.
Tabu list is used to record the optimization results obtained in
several iterations. It does not affect the optimization accuracy
in [25] because individual neighbors were randomly generated
without following a particular scheme.
The results of [25,44–46] showed that the optimization
results using TS still has a possibility to get stuck in a local
optimum value. To get the best result need to take several
simulations and using a different number of individual
neighbors and tabu list in each simulation to obtain the most
optimal value.

who influences each other [47]. The optimum condition
occurs when Nash equilibrium is created. Nash equilibrium
occurs when each player does not change his decision. This
happens because each player had to get the maximum benefit
when Nash equilibrium existed, so when a player changes his
decision, it does not benefit anymore [48].
The value of the objective function in GT is calculated for
each power plant, unlike the previous methods that calculate a
set of solutions which consists of several power plants. GT
calculates the objective function for any possible solution that
existed. This computation is similar to the computing process
in dynamic programming so it does not get stuck in a local
optimum value.
GT has been widely used in the optimization process of
power plant expansion [49–59]. GT can be used for
optimization process of power plant expansion by imitating
the auction process [60,61]. Each power plant will be given a
payoff value used to determine the optimal composition of the
power plants. The power plant composition that has the great
payoff value will be used as an optimal solution.
Bi-level model has been used in GT for the development
power plant by paying particular attention to the influence of
transmission line, investment cost competition, the uncertainty
of electrical demand, and uncertainty of player’s offers [49–
51,53–55]. Probabilistic dynamic programming model has
been used in GT to solve the problem of investment cost by
considering the uncertainty of electrical demand [52]. Hybrid
dynamic programming/game framework has been used in [56]
to solve the problems of investment in power plant
development. In the work [56], Cournot game used to model
the strategies of power producers in the spot market. The
research [57] using multi-period framework for power plant
development by considering the uncertainty of electricity
market. Problems of investment in [57] are modeled as a bilevel optimization problem.
2.8. Multi-Objective Fractional Programming Method
Multi-objective
fractional
programming
method
(MOFPM) is used to optimize using more than one objective
function that has conflict. The objective function problem can
be resolved by fractional programming. Objective function
value in MOFPM is calculated for each set of the solution
which consists of several plants that will be developed.
Research [58,62–66] have used some objective function in
power plant development, such as: minimize cost, minimize
the negative impact to the environment, maximize system
reliability, and minimize the number of import fuels. Research
[67] have used three objective problems in power plant
development. The objective functions are maximizing the
energy generation, minimizing CO2 emission, and minimizing
costs. The method in [67] is to transform the multi-objective
problem into a single objective problem by using linearization
and parameterization approach.
Fractional programming will change multi-objective
function into a single objective function by using
Dinklebach’s theorem and Guzel’s approach. The multiobjective function change into a single objective function by
using equation (10).
Max F = Nx , Dx

2.7. Game Theory
Game theory (GT) is a mathematical model that is used for
decision-making in the event of a conflict of interest among
many players. Game theory involves more than one player

Max F = Nx /Dx

(10)

Nx is the maximum optimization function and Dx is the
minimum optimization function. Based on Dinklebach’s
theorem and Guzel’s approach, it can be obtained the
maximum value of F occurs at maximum Nx/Dx [68].
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3. Potential Method for Optimization of Power Plant
Expansion in Jawa-Madura-Bali Power System
Based on the literature review on the use of various
methods in the optimization of power plant development, can
take several points as shown in Table 1. Each method has
different characteristics. Based on the characteristics
comparison, the potential method can be chosen.
The use of stochastic approach in the optimization process
will affect the optimization accuracy. Optimization accuracy
is identical with the optimization result that is trapped in local
optimum value or not. In other words, the optimization result
is not the actual optimum value. The optimization accuracy
using a stochastic method is affected by the determination of
the parameter values.
Jamali System is the biggest interconnection power system
in Indonesia which has installed capacity 32,3 GW and energy
production 188 GWh in 2015. These made the Jamali system
requires an optimization method that is not trapped in local
optimum value and does not depend on the determination of
the parameters, so the actual optimum value can be obtained.
If the optimization is stuck at the local optimum value and
makes the generation cost increase Rp. 1/kWh, it will make
loss about Rp 188 million/year (188 GWh x Rp. 1/kWh).
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To avoid the loss, the optimization method that calculates
the objective function value for all available possibilities is
required. Counting process for each of these possibilities is
same as in the dynamic programming process.
The weaknesses of dynamic programming calculation,
especially in a large system such as Jamali system was on a
long computation time. However, development power plant in
Jamali system is a long-term planning that does not need fast
respond computation, so the long computing time can be
tolerated. Table 1 shows that the methods using dynamic
programming principle are game theory and MOFPM.
A method that can represent the auction process is
required in the optimization power plant development in
Jamali system. This relates to the electricity purchase process
from IPP in Jamali System. To represent the auction process
of electricity purchase from IPP in Jamali System, the method
should calculate the objective function of each power plant
unit, not on a set of combinations of power plants. Objective
function calculations on each plant will make the optimization
process can be performed on each power plant unit. The
process to find the optimum point on each power plant, use
Nash equilibrium. Table 1 shows the method can represent the
auction process is game theory.

Table 1. Characteristics Comparison of Each Optimization Methods
IGA

DE

EP

ES

PSO

TS

GT

MOFPM

Using stochastic approach

Characteristics

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Calculates objective function value for all possibilities

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Can represent the auction process or not

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Multiobjective function

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Single objective function

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Bi-level optimization method

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Using optimization methods that cannot represent the
auction process (IGA, DE, EP, ES, PSO, TS, and MOFPM)
will cause errors in financial planning of PT. PLN. Without
taking account the interest factor of IPP companies to get the
maximum profit, it will cause the planning is not appropriate.
For example, PT. PLN has planned to build 50 MW wind
power plant in Samas Beach Yogyakarta. The wind power
plant will be built by private parties and will operate in 2014
[69]. However, until 2017, the wind power plant has not been
built. Then the planning to build the wind power plant was
revised to 2018 or 2019 [1,70]. Until now, the process to build
wind power plant in Samas is not started yet. In addition to the
wind power plant, there are many other power plants that
withdrawn from the plan and re-scheduled. This is because the
private parties are less interest to invest. The non-conformity
of the plan with the fact is because the expansion planning
does not take into account the interest factor of IPP
companies. By using the game theory that takes into account
the interest factor of IPP companies, it will get the expansion
planning more precise, especially in IPP expansion planning.
The method that can solve multi-objective function is
needed to resolve the problems caused by economic,
reliability, and environmental objective function. Based on
Table 1, the methods can be used are game theory and
MOFPM. In MOFPM, there are steps to change multiobjective function into a single objective function by using
fractional programming. The steps can be used also for other
methods that are still using a single objective function. In
other words, the addition of fractional programming in the

objective function calculation will make each method can be
used for multi-objective function. Thus, all of the methods
listed in Table 1 can be used in optimization process of Jamali
system.
The bi-level optimization method is required in
optimization process of Jamali system because economic
objective function (profit) is a maximum optimization,
environment objective function (CO2 emission) is a minimum
optimization, and reliability objective function is limitation
function. Economic and environment objective function can
be combined into a single objective function by using
fractional programming. While reliability objective function
cannot be combined because it is a limitation function. Bilevel optimization method works with the following
principles:
- At the first level, the optimization process is carried out
by using reliability objective function. The LOLP
standard in Jamali System is ≤0,274%. Each solution set
of power plant combinations that have LOLP index
≤0,274% will be put into the matrix of alternatives
solution. The process is carried out for all combination.
- At the second level, the optimization process is carried
by using economic and environmental objective
functions that performed on the alternatives solution
matrix. The objective function is calculated for each
power plant unit.
Based on Table 1, each method in the table can be used for the
bi-level optimization process.
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By using multi-objective function and bi-level method, it
will get the power plant expansion planning of Jamali System
which is in line with Indonesia National Energy Policy. In the
policy, it is mandated to make an expansion planning that
considers economic, reliability, and environmental factor [71].
Based on the comparative analysis of the optimization
method characteristics and the needs of Jamali system, game
theory and its development is the potential method to be used
in optimization of power plant expansion planning in Jamali
system. Using these methods, the problems in Jamali system
optimization can be solved and the purposes can be achieved.
The development of game theory is done by adding multiobjective function, bi-level method, and multi-period
framework. The multi-period framework is required to
undertake a long-term planning.
Research [48] show that the main problem using game
theory for power plant expansion planning is at computation
time. The computation time will increase significantly as the
number of power plants and the number of strategies
increase. In addition, for power systems that have a very
large number of power plants, the calculation of LOLP index
will take a long time. It caused by the COPT matrix [72,73].
Jamali System has 98 unit existing power plants and 8
types power plant candidates for expansion planning [1].
With the huge number of power plants, the time required for
optimization by using game theory will be long, so it needs a
method that can be used to speed up the computing time.
Therefore, future research will focus on accelerating
computing time or decrease the complexity of the
computation, especially in the process to find nash
equilibrium and COPT matrix.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
14.

15.

4. Conclusion
Jamali power system is the biggest inter-connection power
system in Indonesia. These made the Jamali system requires
an optimization method that is not trapped in local optimum
value. In the power plant planning, PLN increases the portion
of IPP’s power plant either with the direct appointment or
open tender process. PLN considers the economic factor,
reliability factor, and environmental factor in the optimization
of Jamali’s power plant. Therefore, a method of optimization
expansion plant for Jamali power system that could represent
a direct appointment or open tender process while considering
the economic factor, reliability factor, and environmental
factor, is needed. Game theory can potentially be used for
optimization of power plant expansion planning in Jamali
system because it has characteristics: can represent auction
process and can be used for multi-objective optimization.
Development of the method is necessary in order to achieve
optimization purposes. This development is done by adding a
multi-period framework, bi-level optimization method, and
multi-objective optimization method.
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